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Finalist for the James Beard Foundation Book Award and the IACP Cookbook Award"[A]s good
a read on the science of cooking as there is." —Mark Bittman, author of How to Cook
Everything“Wolke, longtime professor of chemistry and author of the Washington Post column
Food 101, turns his hand to a Cecil Adams style compendium of questions and answers on
food chemistry. Is there really a difference between supermarket and sea salt? How is sugar
made? Should cooks avoid aluminum pans? Interspersed throughout Wolke’s accessible and
humorous answers to these and other mysteries are recipes demonstrating scientific principles.
There is gravy that avoids lumps and grease; Portuguese Poached Meringue that
demonstrates cream of tartar at work; and juicy Salt-Seared Burgers…With its zest for the
truth, this book will help cooks learn how to make more intelligent choices.” —Publishers
Weekly

National BestsellerWhy do recipes call for unsalted butter--and salt? What is a microwave,
actually? Are smoked foods raw or cooked? Robert L. Wolke's enlightening and entertaining
What Einstein Told His Cook offers answers to these and 127 other questions about everyday
kitchen phenomena. Using humor (dubious puns included), Wolke, a bona fide chemistry
professor and syndicated Washington Post columnist, has found a way to make his
explanations clear and accessible to all: in short, fun. For example, to a query about why
cookbooks advise against inserting meat thermometers so that they touch a bone, Wolke says,
"I hate warnings without explanations, don't you? Whenever I see an 'open other end' warning
on a box, I open the wrong end just to see what will happen. I'm still alive." But he always
finally gets down to brass tacks: as most heat transfer in meat is due to its water content, areas
around bone remain relatively cool and thus unreliable for gauging overall meat
temperature.Organized into basic categories like "Sweet Talk" (questions involving sugar), "Fire
and Ice" (we learn why water boils and freezers burn, among other things), and "Tools and
Technology" (the best kind of frying pan, for example), the book also provides illustrative
recipes like Black Raspberry Coffee Cake (to demonstrate how metrics work in recipes) and
Bob's Mahogany Game Hens (showing what brining can do). With technical illustrations, tips,
and more, the book offers abundant evidence that learning the whys and hows of cooking can
help us enjoy the culinary process almost as much as its results. --Arthur Boehm--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyWolke, longtime professor
of chemistry and author of the Washington Post column Food 101, turns his hand to a Cecil
Adams style compendium of questions and answers on food chemistry. Is there really a
difference between supermarket and sea salt? How is sugar made? Should cooks avoid
aluminum pans? Interspersed throughout Wolke's accessible and humorous answers to these
and other mysteries are recipes demonstrating scientific principles. There is gravy that avoids
lumps and grease; Portuguese Poached Meringue that demonstrates cream of tartar at work;
and juicy Salt-Seared Burgers. Wolke is good at demystifying advertisers' half-truths, showing,
for example, that sea salt is not necessarily better than regular salt for those watching sodium
intake. While the book isn't encyclopedic, Wolke's topics run the gamut: one chapter tackles
Those Mysterious Microwaves; elsewhere readers learn about the burning of alcohol and are
privy to a rant on the U.S. measuring system. Sometimes the tone is hokey (The green color [in
potatoes] is Mother Nature's Mr. Yuk sticker, warning us of poison) and parenthetical



Techspeak explanations may seem condescending to those who remember high school
science. However, Wolke tells it like it is. What does clarifying butter do, chemically? Answer:
gets rid of everything but that delicious, artery-clogging, highly saturated butterfat. With its zest
for the truth, this book will help cooks learn how to make more intelligent choices.Copyright
2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From BooklistThose who follow Wolke's "Food 101" newspaper column know him for his
thorough scientific answers to questions about everyday food science. What Einstein Told His
Cook is a compilation of these popular columns. Wolke covers such basic questions as how
cookware conducts heat, how water filters do their job, and how coffee is decaffeinated. He
sets up controlled experiments to test how to extract maximum juice from citrus fruits. He
addresses controversies such as the irradiation of foods. Recipes supplement and illustrate the
scientific principles. Wolke writes about these serious topics with a good sense of humor that
doesn't belittle the seriousness of his purpose. Mark KnoblauchCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About
the AuthorRobert L. Wolke is a professor emeritus of chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh
and an award-winning food columnist for the Washington Post. He is the author of Chemistry
Explained and coauthor of What Einstein Kept Under His Hat.Sean Runnette, a multiple
AudioFile Earphones Award winner, has also produced several Audie Award-winning
audiobooks. His film and television appearances include Two If by Sea, Copland, Sex and the
City, Law & Order, Third Watch, and lots and lots of commercials. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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More praise forWhat Einstein Told His Cook“I have enjoyed Bob Wolke’s column in the Post for
years, and his book is as good a read on the science of cooking as there is. Bob is not only
well educated, he is a wit and a wonderful, gifted writer who can make anyone understand
what’s behind the ‘magic’ that happens in the kitchen. His sound, clever recipes are a welcome
bonus.”—Mark Bittman, author of How to Cook Everything“The best book on food (not a
cookbook) of 2002. Robert Wolke’s book is so full of useful information that you’ll find yourself
referring to it again and again…. Not only does he have the penetrating mind of a chemistry
professor, but Robert Wolke also has a tremendous sense of humor. Besides being packed
with all kinds of interesting food science tidbits, this book is just plain funny.”—
SauteWednesday.com“Robert Wolke’s terrific book will be invaluable and accessible to every
cook. The style is clear, the text is honest, and perhaps best of all the book is fun to read, filled
with the ‘why’s and ‘how’s of the kitchen.”—Paula Wolfert, author of Mediterranean Cooking
and Mediterranean Grains and Greens“The occasional recipe adds diversity but facts are the
book’s strong point. What Einstein Told His Cook is a scientifically accurate but witty and
entertaining study of the chemistry of food and cooking.”—Elliot Ketley, Restaurant (UK)“This
book should be on the shelf of any serious cook’s library. By demystifying the fundamentals of
the kitchen, it empowers the cook to navigate recipes with confidence and control.”—Lidia
Matticchio Bastianich, author of Lidia’s Italian-American Kitchen and Lidia’s Italian Table“Wolke
[is] a chemist with a preternatural ability to explain complex chemical reactions in simple terms.
Whatever the magnitude of the topic, Wolke addresses it with the same understated
intelligence and paternal humor.”—Tim Carman, Washington City Paper“If you read Bob
Wolke’s What Einstein Told His Cook, you may have to kick some old wives’ tales right out of
the kitchen…. One of the book’s joys is that some quirks of the kitchen may never have
occurred to us. That’s what makes Bob Wolke the science teacher we wished we had when we
were stuck with Big Bad Science Snob. He’s not afraid to lunge at a joke to explain a concept
when Big Bad would have bored us silly with irrelevant detail.”—Suzanne Martinson, Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette“Robert L. Wolke’s recipes are lab experiments you can eat. That’s what makes
reading What Einstein Told His Cook so much fun for the avid home chef who derives as much
pleasure from understanding food as eating it.”—New York City Record“For the kitchen nerd
with a sense of humor. An absorbing read.”—Food & Wine (Ireland)“Good science only adds to
the enjoyment of the culinary arts. With a sauce of wit and panache, Wolke serves up
commonsense answers to every question that a curious cook could ask.”—Roald Hoffman,
1981 Nobel Laureate in ChemistryALSO BY ROBERT L. WOLKETEXTBOOKSImpact: Science
on SocietyChemistry ExplainedTRADE BOOKSWhat Einstein Didn’t Know:Scientific Answers
to Everyday QuestionsWhat Einstein Told His Barber:More Scientific Answers to Everyday
QuestionsWhat Einstein Told His Cook 2:The Sequel; Further Adventures in Kitchen
ScienceWhat Einstein Told His CookKitchen Science ExplainedROBERT L. WOLKEwith
recipes by Marlene ParrishW. W. NORTON & COMPANYNew York LondonCopyright © 2002
by Robert L. WolkeCopyright © 2002 by Marlene ParrishAll rights reservedFirst published as a
Norton 2008Recipe for Chocolate Velvet Mousse adapted from Chocolate Mousse with Olive
Oil, published in The Best American Recipes 2000, Houghton Mifflin, 2000. Adaptation printed
by permission of Teresa Barrenechea. Recipe for Champagne Jelly in The Best American
Recipes 1999, Houghton Mifflin, 1999. Recipe copyright 1998 by Lindsey Shere. Reprinted by
permission of Lindsey Shere.For information about permission to reproduce selections from
this book, write to Permissions, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York,



NY 10110Illustrations by Alan WitschonkeLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
DataW. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10110W. W. Norton &
Company Ltd., Castle House, 75/76 Wells Street, London W1T 3QTThis book is dedicated to
my wife, partner,colleague, and motivator, Marlene
Parrish.CONTENTSIntroductionAcknowledgmentsChapter One • SWEET TALKWhat is raw
sugar? • Is refined white sugar unhealthful? • How can you soften hardened brown sugar? •
What are treacle, sorghum, and sulphured molasses? • What’s the difference between cane
sugar and beet sugar? • How do you dissolve two cups of sugar in one cup of water? • What
does “caramelize” mean? • How are starches and sugars related? • How do they get corn
syrup from corn? • What is Dutch process cocoa? • Why does chocolate melt in the mouth? •
How do they make white chocolate?…and more.Chapter Two • THE SALT OF THE
EARTHWhat are all those special salts and tenderizers in the supermarket? • What are salt
substitutes? • Why do we add salt to the water for boiling pasta? • What’s so special about sea
salt? • Kosher salt? • Freshly ground salt? • Can a potato remove the excess salt from over-
salted soup? • Why do recipes tell you to use unsalted butter and then add salt?…and
more.Chapter Three • THE FAT OF THE LANDWhat’s the difference between a fat and a fatty
acid? • Why are oils only partially hydrogenated? • Why do we clarify butter? • How do they
make corn oil? • How do the various cooking oils compare? • What can you do with used
cooking oil? • How do nonstick cooking sprays work? • What noodles contain fat? • Is heavy
cream really lighter than light cream?…and more.Chapter Four • CHEMICALS IN THE
KITCHENWhat do home water filters do? • What’s the difference between baking powder and
baking soda? • Is aluminum dangerous? • What is baking ammonia? • Sour salt? • Cream of
tartar? • Artificial vanilla? • MSG? • Why is there “no calcium” in cream cheese? • Why does
lasagne dissolve metal? • How is vinegar made? • Are green potatoes poisonous? • How is lye
used in our foods?…and more.Chapter Five • TURF AND SURFIs a rare steak bloody? • What
makes ground beef brown? • Is prime rib prime beef? • Why is the meat near the bone
“sweetest?” • What do bones contribute to a stock? • What’s the best way to skim fat from a
stock? • How do they make all those different hams? • How does brining work? • How long is
“overnight”? • What makes gravy lumpy and greasy? • Why does fish cook so quickly? • Why
does fish smell fishy? • What is surimi? • Are oysters on the half-shell alive? • Should lobsters
be boiled or steamed?…and more.Chapter Six • FIRE AND ICEWhat is a calorie? • How is
cooking different at high altitudes? • Why does water boil? • Why does it take so long to reduce
a stock? • What do the Btu ratings of ranges mean? • Does the alcohol boil off when you cook
with wine? • Can you really fry an egg on the sidewalk? • Is charcoal or gas better for grilling? •
What’s the best way to defrost foods? • Why do bakers roll out their dough on marble? • Can
hot water freeze faster than cold water? • Can eggs be frozen? • What is freezer burn? • Why
does blowing on hot food cool it?…and more.Chapter Seven • LIQUID REFRESHMENTIs
coffee acid? • Does espresso contain more caffeine than American coffee? • How is coffee
decaffeinated? • What’s the difference between a tea and a tisane? • What makes soft drinks
so acidic? • Does belching contribute to global warming? • Can soda go flat in an unopened
bottle? • How can you open a bottle of Champagne with aplomb? • Why do some wines have
plastic “corks”? • What do you do with the wine cork when the waiter gives it to you? • How
much alcohol is there in various beverages?…and more.Chapter Eight • THOSE
MYSTERIOUS MICROWAVESHow do microwaves make heat? • Why does microwaved food
have to stand for a while? • Why do microwave ovens cook so much faster than conventional
ovens? • Why mustn’t one put metal in a microwave oven? • Can the microwaves leak out of
the box and cook the cook? • What makes a container “microwave safe”? • Why do some



“microwave safe” containers still get hot in the oven? • Is it dangerous to heat water in a
microwave oven? • Do microwaves change the molecular structure of food? • Do microwaves
destroy the nutrients in food? • Why does microwave-cooked food cool off faster than food
cooked in a conventional oven?…and more.Chapter NINE • TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGYWhy
doesn’t anything stick to nonstick cookware? • What’s the “best” kind of frying pan? • Does a
magnetic rack affect the sharpness of your knives? • What’s the difference between a pastry
brush and a basting brush? • How can you get the most juice out of a lemon or lime? • What’s
wrong with washing mushrooms? • Does tarnish affect the properties of a copper frying pan? •
What’s the easiest way to clean silverware? • Why are there separate measuring cups for
liquids and solids? • How do “instant-read” thermometers work? • How do pressure cookers
work? • How do induction-heated ranges and light ovens work? • Why do crackers have those
little holes in them? • What are the pros and cons of food irradiation? • What are all those
special compartments in your refrigerator?…and more.Further
ReadingGlossaryINTRODUCTIONAlong with the recent explosion of interest in food and
cooking has come a growing desire to understand the chemical and physical principles that
determine the properties and behavior of our foods.This book explains the science behind both
the foods themselves and the tools we use to prepare them. Its organization and index have
been devised to make it easy to find a particular fact or explanation.Home cooks and
professional chefs not only cook but they must first buy ingredients. Today’s technology
produces such a baffling variety of food products that many cooking problems begin in the
market. I have therefore included discussions of both natural and prepared foods, where they
come from, what they are made of, and what the practical consequences may be for the cook
and consumer.Having taught at universities for more years than I care to count, and having
spent ten of those years as the founding director of a Faculty Development Office helping
faculty members to improve their teaching, I recognize two possible approaches to explaining
kitchen science. I’ll call them the college method and the experience method.In the college
method, I would write what amounts to a textbook on kitchen science and then bid my
“students” to go out into the world and apply their acquired knowledge to solve practical
problems that arise in the future. That approach presumes that all the “course content” will
have been mastered and recalled whenever needed. But both my experience as a teacher and
undoubtedly yours as a former student testify to the futility of that approach. (Quick: Who
fought in the Battle of Hastings?)In short, the college method attempts to supply answers
before the questions arise, whereas in real life, questions crop up without warning and must be
dealt with on the spot.But what if you didn’t have to plow through a lot of science, yet every
time you were mystified by something you could ask a scientist to explain that specific problem,
no more and no less? While you can’t have a scientist (much less an Einstein) always at your
elbow, the next best thing might be to have at your disposal a compilation of answers to
questions that you yourself might be likely to come up with, along with plain, no-nonsense
explanations of what’s happening. That’s the experience method. In this book, I have selected
well over a hundred questions that have been asked of me by real-life cooks, readers of my
Food 101 column in The Washington Post and other newspapers.In addition to explanations of
the underlying science, you will find a number of unusual and imaginative recipes developed by
my wife, Marlene Parrish, a food professional. The recipes were specifically designed to
illustrate the principles being explained. They may be thought of as a lab course that you can
eat.Each question-and-answer unit is designed to stand by itself. Whether prompted by the
table of contents, the index, or a question that pops into your head, you can open the book and
read the relevant unit without having had to master a series of earlier concepts.To ensure that



each unit is conceptually complete, and because many topics are interconnected, I have often
had to repeat very briefly a concept that is explained more completely in another unit. But a bit
of repetition now and then only enhances understanding.While I have been careful never to
use a technical word without defining it the first time it is used, you will find a brief glossary at
the back of the book to refresh your memory when necessary.There is of course no limit to the
things that people may wonder about, and any book such as this can explain only a small
fraction of what’s going on in our kitchens and markets. I therefore invite your questions, along
with your name and town, sent via e-mail to questions@professorscience.com. While I cannot
reply individually, a Question of the Week will be answered on my web site,
www.professorscience.com.May you derive as much pleasure from understanding your food as
from eating it.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSAfter many years spent in another career while doing
freelance writing on the side, I owe my “big break” in food writing to Nancy McKeon, former
food editor of The Washington Post, who gave me the opportunity to write a food science
column in that distinguished newspaper. Food 101 has been running in The Post and other
newspapers for some four years now, thanks to the continued confidence and support of the
current food editor, Jeanne McManus, who allows me complete freedom to “do my thing.”The
road that led to this book began when I met and married Marlene Parrish, a food writer,
restaurant critic, and cooking teacher. As a food-loving scientist-writer and avocational cook, I
began to write more about food and the science that lies behind it. Without her loving
confidence in me, this book would not exist. Marlene developed and tested all the recipes in
the book, each one specifically designed to illustrate and put to work a scientific principle being
explained. Moreover, throughout my long, hard months of writing and rewriting, she made my
lunches.Once again, I must express my gratitude to my literary agent, Ethan Ellenberg, who
has served my interests over the years with honor, sound advice, and good cheer, even when
the road became unexpectedly rough.I am remarkably fortunate to have had Maria
Guarnaschelli as my editor at W. W. Norton. Focusing uncompromisingly on quality, Maria was
always there to steer me gently back onto the right path whenever I strayed, all the while being
a fountain of encouragement. Whatever this book may have turned out to be, it is infinitely
better than it would have been without Maria’s sharp instincts, knowledge, and judgment, and
without the trust, respect, and friendship that have grown between us.Authors don’t write
books; they write manuscripts—mere words on paper until converted into books by corps of
patient, diligent professionals in a publishing house. I am grateful to all those at W. W. Norton
who exercised their talents to transform my text into the handsome volume you now hold in
your hand. My special thanks go to Norton’s director of manufacturing Andrew Marasia, art
director Debra Morton Hoyt, managing editor Nancy Palmquist, freelance artist Alan
Witschonke, and designer Barbara Bachman.In spite of the convictions held by my daughter
and son-in-law, Leslie Wolke and Ziv Yoles, I don’t know everything. Writing a book like this
inevitably required consultations with food scientists and food industry representatives too
numerous to mention. I thank them all for their willingness to share their expertise.Probably
every contemporary writer of nonfiction owes a huge debt to that omniscient but disembodied
and ethereal entity called the Internet, which puts all the world’s information (along with much
misinformation) literally at our fingertips—the flick of a finger on a mouse. I trust that the
Internet, wherever it is, will appreciate my heartfelt expression of gratitude.Finally, if it were not
for the fabulous readers of my newspaper column, this book could not have been written. Their
e-mail and snail-mail questions and feedback have continually reassured me that I might
indeed be providing a useful service. No author could desire a better audience.What Einstein
Told His CookChapter OneSweet TalkOF OUR FIVE CLASSICALLY recognized senses—



touch, hearing, vision, smell, and taste—only the last two are purely chemical in nature, that is,
they can detect actual chemical molecules. Through our remarkable senses of smell and taste,
we experience different olfactory and gustatory sensations from contact with the molecules of
different chemical compounds.(You’ll be seeing the word molecule frequently throughout this
book. Don’t panic. All you need to know is that a molecule is, in the words of a first-grader of
my acquaintance, “one of those eentsy-weentsy things that stuff is made of.” That definition,
plus the corollary that different stuff is different because it’s made of different kinds of
molecules, will stand you in good stead.)The sense of smell can detect only gaseous
molecules floating around in the air. The sense of taste can detect only molecules dissolved in
water, whether in the food’s own liquid or in saliva. (You can’t smell or taste a rock.) As is the
case with many other animal species, it is smell that attracts us to food and taste that helps us
find edible—and appetizing—foods.What we call flavor is a combination of odors that our nose
detects and tastes that our taste buds detect, with additional contributions from temperature,
pungency (the “sting” of spices), and texture (the structure and feel of the food in the mouth).
The olfactory receptors in our noses can differentiate among thousands of different odors and
contribute an estimated 80 percent of flavor. If this figure appears high, remember that the
mouth and nose are connected, so that gaseous molecules released in the mouth by chewing
can travel upward into the nasal cavity. Moreover, swallowing creates a partial vacuum in the
nasal cavity and draws air up from the mouth into the nose.Compared with our sense of smell,
our sense of taste is relatively dull. Our taste buds are distributed mostly over the tongue, but
are also found on the hard palate (the front, bony part of the roof of the mouth) and the soft
palate, a flap of soft tissue ending in the uvula, “that little thing hanging down” just before the
throat.Traditionally, it has been thought that there are only four primary tastes: sweet, sour,
salty, and bitter, and that we have specialized taste buds for each. Today, it is generally agreed
that there is at least one other primary taste, known by its Japanese name, umami. It is
associated with MSG (monosodium glutamate) and other compounds of glutamic acid, one of
the common amino acids that are the building blocks of proteins. Umami is a savory kind of
taste associated with protein-rich foods such as meat and cheese. Moreover, it is no longer
believed that each taste bud responds exclusively to a single kind of stimulus, but that it may
also respond in lesser degrees to others.Thus, the standard “map of the tongue” in textbooks,
illustrating sweet buds at the tip, salty buds on either side of the tip, sour buds along the sides,
and bitter buds at the back, is an oversimplification; it shows only the areas where the tongue is
most sensitive to the primary tastes. What we actually taste is the overall pattern of stimuli from
all the taste receptors, the cells within the taste buds that actually detect the various tastes.
The recent success in sequencing the human genome has enabled researchers to identify the
probable genes that produce the receptors for bitterness and sweetness, but not yet for the
others.When the combined taste, smell, and textural stimuli reach the brain, they remain to be
interpreted. Whether the overall sensation will be pleasant, repulsive, or somewhere in
between will depend on individual physiological differences, on previous experience (“just like
my mother used to make”), and on cultural habituation (haggis, anyone?).One taste sensation
is undeniably the favorite of our species and of many others in the animal kingdom from
hummingbirds to horses: sweetness. To paraphrase a famously ungrammatical advertising
slogan, nobody doesn’t like sweetness. Nature undoubtedly set us up for that by making good
foods such as ripe fruits taste sweet and poisonous ones, such as those that contain alkaloids,
taste bitter. (The alkaloid family of plant chemicals includes such bad actors as morphine,
strychnine, and nicotine, not to mention caffeine.)In our menus, there is only one taste that has
an entire course devoted to it: the sweetness of dessert. Appetizers may be savory, main



courses may have any complex combination of flavors, but dessert is invariably and sometimes
overwhelmingly sweet. We love sweetness so much that we use its concept in terms of
endearment (sweetheart, honey) and to describe almost anything or anyone that is particularly
pleasant, such as sweet music and a sweet disposition.When we think of sweetness, we think
immediately of sugar. But the word sugar does not denote a unique substance; it is a generic
term for a whole family of natural chemical compounds that, along with starches, belong to the
family of carbohydrates. So before we indulge our sweet tooth—before beginning our scientific
repast with dessert—we must see where sugars fit into the scheme of carbohydrates.FILL ’ER
UPI know that starch and sugar are both carbohydrates, but they’re such different substances.
Why are they lumped together in the same category when we talk about nutrition?In a word:
fuel. When a runner loads up on “carbs” before a race, it’s like a car filling up at the gas
station.Carbohydrates are a class of natural chemicals that play vital roles in all living things.
Both plants and animals manufacture, store, and consume starches and sugars for energy.
Cellulose, a complex carbohydrate, makes up the cell walls and structural frameworks of plants
—their bones, if you will.These compounds were named carbohydrates in the early eighteenth
century when it was noticed that many of their chemical formulas could be written as if they
were made up of carbon atoms (C) plus a number of water molecules (H2O). Thus, the name
carbohydrate or “hydrated carbon.” We now know that such a simple formula isn’t true for all
carbohydrates, but we’re stuck with the name.The chemical similarity that unites all
carbohydrates is that their molecules all contain glucose, also known as blood sugar. Because
of the ubiquity of carbohydrates in plants and animals, glucose is probably the most abundant
biological molecule on Earth. Our metabolism breaks all carbohydrates down into glucose, a
“simple sugar” (Techspeak: a monosaccharide) that circulates in the blood and provides energy
to every cell in the body. Another simple sugar is fructose, found in honey and many
fruits.When two molecules of simple sugars are bonded together, they make a “double sugar”
or disaccharide. Sucrose, the sugar in your sugar bowl and in the nectar of your centerpiece’s
flowers, is a disaccharide made up of glucose and fructose. Other disaccharides are maltose
or malt sugar and lactose or milk sugar, a sugar found only in mammals and never in
plants.Complex carbohydrates or polysaccharides are made up of many simple sugars, often
as many as hundreds. That’s where cellulose and the starches fit in. Foods such as peas,
beans, grains, and potatoes contain both starch and cellulose. The cellulose isn’t digestible by
humans (termites can do it), but it’s important in our diets as fiber. Starches are our chief
source of energy, because they break down gradually into hundreds of molecules of glucose.
That’s why I said that loading up on carbohydrates is like filling a gas tank with fuel.As different
as all these carbohydrates may be in terms of their molecular structures, they all provide the
same amount of energy in our metabolism: about 4 calories per gram. That’s because when
you come right down to it, they’re all basically glucose.Two pure starches that you probably
have in your pantry are cornstarch and arrowroot. You don’t need to be told where cornstarch
comes from, but have you ever seen an arrowroot? It’s a perennial plant grown in the West
Indies, Southeast Asia, Australia, and South Africa for its fleshy underground tubers, which are
almost pure starch. The tubers are grated, washed, dried, and ground. The resulting powder is
used to thicken sauces, puddings, and desserts. But arrowroot does its thickening job at a
lower temperature than cornstarch so it’s best for custards and puddings that contain eggs,
because they can easily curdle at higher temperatures.A RAW DEALIn a health-food store I
saw several kinds of raw sugar. How do they differ from refined sugar?Not as much as you may
be led to believe. What health-food stores call raw sugar isn’t raw in the sense that it is
completely unrefined. It’s just refined to a lesser degree.From the dawn of history, honey was



virtually the only sweetener known to humans. Sugar cane was grown in India some three
thousand years ago, but it didn’t find its way to North Africa and southern Europe until around
the eighth century A.D.Luckily for us, Christopher Columbus’s mother-in-law owned a sugar
plantation (I’m not making this up) and, even before he married, he had a job ferrying sugar to
Genoa from the cane fields in Madeira. All of which probably gave him the idea of taking some
sugar cane to the Caribbean on his second voyage to the New World in 1493. The rest is sweet
history. Today, an American eats about forty-five pounds of sugar a year, on the average. Think
of it: Empty nine 5-pound bags of sugar onto the kitchen counter and behold your personal
quota for the year. Of course, you didn’t get it all from the sugar bowl; sugar is an ingredient in
an astounding variety of prepared foods.The claim is often made that brown sugars and so-
called raw sugars are more healthful because they have a higher content of natural materials.
It’s true that those materials include a variety of minerals—so does the perfectly natural dirt in
the cane field—but they’re nothing you can’t get from dozens of other foods. You’d have to eat
a truly unhealthful amount of brown sugar to get your daily mineral requirements that
way.Here’s a quick overview of what goes on at the sugar mill, usually located near the cane
fields, and the sugar refinery, which may be located some distance away.Sugar cane grows in
tropical regions as tall, bamboo-like stalks about an inch thick and up to ten feet tall, just right
for being chopped down with a machete. At the mill, the cut cane is shredded and pressed by
machines. The pressed-out juice is clarified by adding lime and allowing the juice to settle, and
then boiled down in a partial vacuum (which lowers its boiling temperature) until it thickens into
a syrup, colored brown by concentrated impurities. As the water evaporates, the sugar
becomes so concentrated that the liquid can’t hold it anymore; the sugar turns into solid
crystals. The wet crystals are then spun in a centrifuge, a perforated drum similar to the drum
in your washing machine that flings water out of your laundry during the spin cycle. The syrupy
liquid—the molasses—is flung out, leaving wet, brown sugar containing an assortment of
yeasts, molds, bacteria, soil, fiber, and other miscellaneous plant and insect debris. That’s the
real “raw sugar.” The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) declares it to be unfit for human
consumption.The raw sugar is then shipped to a refinery, where it is purified by washing, re-
dissolving, boiling to re-crystallize it, and centrifuging twice more, making the sugar
progressively purer and leaving behind progressively more concentrated molasses, whose
dark color and intense flavor are due to all the non-sugar components—sometimes called the
“ash”—in the cane juice.Health-food stores that claim to be selling “raw” or “unrefined” sugar
are usually selling turbinado sugar, which is a light brown sugar made by steam-washing, re-
crystallizing, and centrifuging raw sugar for the second time. In my book, that’s refining. A
similar pale brown, large-grained sugar called demerara sugar is used in Europe as a table
sugar. It is made on Mauritius, an island in the Indian Ocean off the coast of Madagascar, from
sugar cane grown in rich, volcanic soil.Jaggery sugar, made in rural India, is a dark brown,
turbinado-like sugar made by boiling down the sap of certain palm trees in an open container,
so that it boils at a higher temperature than in the partial vacuum of the usual cane sugar
refining method. Because of the higher temperature, it develops a strong, fudge-like flavor. The
boiling also breaks down some of the sucrose into glucose and fructose, making it sweeter
than plain sucrose. Jaggery sugar is often sold pressed into blocks, as are other brown sugars
in many parts of the world.The unique flavor of molasses has been described as earthy, sweet,
and almost smoky. The molasses from the first sugar crystallization is light-colored and mildly
flavored; it is often used as a table syrup. Molasses from the second crystallization is darker
and more robust, usually used in cooking. The last, darkest, and most concentrated molasses,
called blackstrap, has a strong, bitter flavor that is an acquired taste.A cleaned-up piece of raw



sugar cane, by the way, can be a real treat. Many people in cane-growing areas, especially
children, like to chew on sticks of sugar cane. They’re very fibrous, but the juice is, of course,
delicious.MY SUGAR IS SO REFINEDWhy do people say that refined, white sugar is bad?This
nonsensical claim is a mystery to me. It seems that some people take the word refined as an
indication that we humans have somehow defied a law of Nature by having the audacity to
remove some undesirable materials from a food before eating it. White sugar is just raw sugar
with those other materials removed.When sugar is refined by three successive crystallizations,
everything but pure sucrose is left behind in the molasses. The less-refined, browner sugars
from earlier stages in the process are more flavorful because of the traces of molasses that
they contain. Whether you use light brown or the slightly stronger-flavored dark brown sugar in
a recipe is purely a matter of taste.Many brown sugars sold today in the supermarket are
manufactured by spraying molasses onto refined white sugar, rather than by stopping the
refining process in midstream. Domino and C&H brown sugars are still made in the traditional
way, however.My point is this: In raw cane juice you have a mixture of sucrose plus all the other
components of cane that end up in the molasses. When the molasses components are
removed, will someone please explain to me how the remaining pure sucrose suddenly
becomes evil and unhealthful? When we eat the more “healthful,” browner sugars, we’re eating
just as much sucrose along with the molasses residues. Why isn’t the sucrose evil in that form?
Refined, Divine, and SuperfineMeringue KissesThese crunchy confections are almost pure
refined, white sugar; its superfine granulation makes it dissolve quickly in the egg white.
Meringues are notorious for picking up moisture from the air, so make these on a dry day
only.Why are they called kisses? They are shaped like Hershey’s Kisses Chocolates, but
Hershey admits that they aren’t sure where the name came from.This recipe is for three egg
whites. But whenever you have a number of extra egg whites on hand, use this formula: For
each 1 egg white, add a pinch of cream of tartar, beat in 3 tablespoons superfine sugar, and ½
teaspoon vanilla. After beating, fold in 1 tablespoon superfine sugar. Then continue with step
3.3 large egg whites, at room temperature¼ teaspoon cream of tartar12 tablespoons superfine
sugar1½ teaspoons vanilla1. Preheat the oven to 250ºF. Line two baking sheets with
parchment paper.2. In a small, deep bowl, beat the egg whites with the cream of tartar using a
hand-held or electric mixer until they hold a shape. Gradually beat in 9 tablespoons of sugar
and continue beating until the mixture is smooth and stiff peaks form when the beaters are
lifted. Beat in the vanilla. Using a spatula, fold in the remaining 3 tablespoons sugar.3. Put ½
teaspoon of the meringue mixture under each of the four corners of the parchment paper to
keep it from skidding. Drop teaspoonfuls of the meringue mixture onto the paper-covered
cookie sheets. If you want to be fancy, put the meringue into a pastry bag fitted with a star tip
and pipe out the kisses.4. Bake for 60 minutes. Turn off the oven and allow the meringues to
remain in the cooling oven for 30 minutes. Remove from the oven, cool for 5 minutes, and store
in airtight containers, where the meringues will stay crisp almost indefinitely.MAKES ABOUT
40A SUPERFINE GLASS OF TEATo sweeten my iced tea quickly, I added powdered sugar.
But it turned into gummy lumps. What happened?Good try, but you used the wrong
sugar.Ordinary table sugar is “granulated,” meaning that it consists of individual granules or
grains, each of which is a single crystal of pure sucrose. But when pulverized into a fine
powder, sugar tends to pick up moisture from the air and cake. (Techspeak: sugar is
hygroscopic.) To prevent this, the manufacturers of powdered sugar add about 3 percent of
cornstarch. It’s the starch that gummed up your tea, because it won’t dissolve in cold
water.What you should have used is superfine or ultrafine sugar, which is not a powder in the
strict sense. It consists of tinier crystals than those in ordinary granulated sugar, and it



therefore dissolves more easily. It’s used by bartenders because it dissolves quickly in cold
mixed drinks and by bakers (it’s sometimes called baker’s sugar) because it blends and melts
faster than ordinary granulated sugar.ROCK SALT SÍ, ROCK SUGAR NO!My brown sugar has
turned into rock. What can I do to soften it?That depends on whether you need to use it right
away. There’s a quick fix that gives temporary results—long enough for you to measure some
out for a recipe—and there’s a more time-consuming but longer-lasting fix that will restore your
sugar to its original, manageable form.But first, what makes brown sugar turn hard in the first
place? Loss of moisture. You didn’t reseal the package tightly enough after opening it, and it
dried out to some extent. It’s not your fault; it’s almost impossible to reseal an opened box of
brown sugar completely. So after you use some, always repackage the remainder in an airtight
(more exactly, a vapor-tight) container such as a screw-top jar or a plastic food storage box
with a tight lid.The brown sugar sold in stores consists of white sugar crystals coated with a
thin film of molasses, the thick, dark liquid left behind when sugar-cane juice is evaporated to
allow crystals of pure sugar—sucrose—to separate out. Because the molasses coating has a
tendency to absorb water vapor, fresh brown sugar is always very soft. But when exposed to
dry air, the molasses loses some of its moisture and hardens, cementing the crystals together
into lumps. You then have a choice: either restore the lost water or try somehow to soften the
hardened molasses.Restoring the water is easy, but it takes time. Just seal the sugar in a tight
container overnight along with something that gives off water vapor. People have
recommended everything from a slice of apple, potato, or fresh bread to a damp towel or, for
no-nonsense types, a cup of water. The most effective setup is probably to put the sugar in a
tight-lidded container, cover it with a sheet of plastic wrap, place a damp paper towel on top of
the plastic wrap, and seal it all up. After a day or so when the sugar becomes soft enough,
discard the towel and plastic wrap, and reseal the container tightly.Many food books and
magazines inform you that brown sugar hardens because it loses moisture, which is true, and
then go on to tell you to heat it in the oven to soften it, as if the oven somehow restores
moisture. It doesn’t, of course. What happens is that the heat softens, or thins, the molasses
“cement,” which then re-hardens as it cools.Some brown sugar packages recommend placing
the hardened sugar in the microwave oven along with a cup of water. The water isn’t there to
hydrate the sugar, though, because in the couple of minutes it takes for the heat to do its job,
water vapor from the cup doesn’t have enough time to diffuse through the mass of sugar and
hydrate it. The water is there only to absorb some of the microwaves, because microwave
ovens shouldn’t be operated in an empty or nearly empty condition (see p. 258). If you’re
zapping at least a cup or so of sugar, you probably don’t need the water.A chef of my
acquaintance puts brown sugar out in his restaurant kitchen every day and it dries out rapidly.
When it becomes very hard, he puts a few drops of hot water on it and massages it with his
hands until it returns to its original texture. That’s fine for the pros, but massaging sugar
probably isn’t the average home cook’s idea of fun.Speaking of molasses, a former Peace
Corps volunteer once told me that many years ago in Mhlume, Swaziland, they used to pave
dirt roads by spraying them with molasses from the local sugar refinery. It dried out and
hardened very quickly, taking a few months to wear back down to the dirt. (Note to my city’s
Public Works Department: Maybe if you used molasses instead of lowest-bidder asphalt, our
roads would last longer.)Finally, if all else fails there is always Domino’s Brownulated or free-
flowing sugar, which pours like a dream and never turns into a brick. Domino’s manufacturing
trick is to break down some of the sucrose (Techspeak: hydrolyze it) into its two component
sugars: glucose, aka dextrose, and fructose, aka levulose. (Some sugars have multiple
names.) This mixture, called invert sugar, holds onto water tightly, so hydrolyzed brown sugar



granules don’t dry out and cake. Brownulated sugar, however, is intended for sprinkling on
oatmeal and such, not for baking, because it doesn’t measure out the same as the ordinary
brown sugar that cookbooks specify.If you’re in a hurry to soften hard brown sugar, your trusty
microwave oven will come to the rescue with a quick, but temporary, fix. Just heat the sugar for
a minute or two on high, probing it every half minute or so with a finger to see if it’s soft yet.
Because ovens differ so widely, no exact time can be stated. Then measure it out quickly
because it’ll harden again in a couple of minutes. You can also soften the sugar in a
conventional oven at 250º for 10 to 20 minutes.BEET ME WITH A CANEWhat’s the difference
between cane sugar and beet sugar?More than half of the sugar produced in the U.S. comes
from sugar beets, misshapen, whitish-brown roots that resemble short, fat carrots. Sugar beets
grow in temperate climates, such as in Minnesota, North Dakota, and Idaho in the U.S., and in
much of Europe, whereas sugar cane is a tropical plant, grown in the U.S. mainly in Louisiana
and Florida.Beet sugar refineries have the more difficult task because the beets contain many
bad-tasting and foul-smelling impurities that must be removed. The impurities survive in the
molasses, which is inedible and fit only for animal feed. For that reason there’s no such thing
as edible brown beet sugar.Once refined, cane sugar and beet sugar are chemically identical:
they’re both pure sucrose and therefore should be indistinguishable from each other. Refineries
don’t have to label their sugar as cane or beet, so you may be using beet sugar without
knowing it. If it doesn’t say “Pure Cane Sugar” on the package, it’s probably beet.Nevertheless,
some people who have long experience in making jams and marmalades insist that cane and
beet sugars don’t behave the same. Alan Davidson, in his encyclopedic Oxford Companion to
Food (Oxford University Press, 1999), says that this fact “should cause the chemists to reflect,
humbly, that they are not omniscient in these matters.”Touché.A sugar beet.Courtesy of the
American Sugarbeet Growers Association.THE CLASSES OF MOLASSESMy grandmother
used to talk about sulphured molasses. What is it?The “sulphur” in sulphured molasses is a
good starting point for understanding several interesting aspects of food chemistry.Sulphur is
the old-fashioned spelling for sulfur, a yellow chemical element whose common compounds
include sulfur dioxide and sulfites. Sulfur dioxide gas is the choking, acrid odor of burning sulfur
and is reputed to pollute the atmosphere in Hell, probably because volcanoes belch sulfurous
fumes from the nether regions of our planet.Sulfites release sulfur dioxide gas in the presence
of acids, so their action is the same as that of sulfur dioxide itself. Namely, they are bleaching
agents and are anti-microbials. Both properties have been used in sugar refining.Sulfur dioxide
has been used to lighten the color of molasses, the dark, sweet byproduct of sugar refining,
and to kill its molds and bacteria. The molasses is then said to be sulphured. Virtually all
molasses produced today is unsulphured, however. Sulphured molasses is not to be confused
with Great-Grandma’s sulphur and molasses, a spring tonic that supposedly “purified the
blood” after a hard, cold winter. She mixed a couple of teaspoons of gritty, powdered sulfur into
some molasses and fed it to as many children as she could catch. The sulfur is harmless
because it isn’t metabolized.Sulfur dioxide gas is used to bleach cherries white, after which
they are dyed a Disneyesque red or green, then flavored with oil of bitter almonds, packed in
syrup, and christened maraschino, after the liqueur whose flavor these garish creations are
striving to imitate.Sulfites counteract oxidation. (Techspeak: sulfites are reducing agents.)
“Oxidation” most commonly refers to the reaction of a substance with oxygen in the air, and it
can be quite a destructive process. Witness the rusting of iron—a pure example of what
oxidation can do, even to metals. In the kitchen, oxidation is one of the reactions that make fats
turn rancid. Assisted by enzymes, oxidation is also what makes sliced potatoes, apples, and
peaches turn brown. Dried fruits are therefore often treated with sulfur dioxide to keep that from



happening.But oxidation is a more general chemical process than the simple reaction of a
substance with oxygen. To a chemist, oxidation is any reaction in which an electron is snatched
away from an atom or molecule. The electron-deprived “snatchee” is said to have been
oxidized. In our bodies, such vital molecules as fats, proteins, and even DNA can be oxidized,
making them unable to fulfill their critical jobs of carrying on our normal life processes.
Electrons are what holds molecules together, and when an electron is snatched away, these
“good” molecules can break down into smaller, “bad” molecules.Among the most voracious
electron snatchers are the so-called free radicals, atoms or molecules that desperately need
another electron and will snatch one from almost anything it encounters. (Electrons like to exist
in pairs, and a free radical is an atom or molecule that has an unpaired electron desperately
seeking a partner.) Thus, free radicals can oxidize vital life molecules, slowing down the body,
causing premature aging, and possibly even heart disease and cancer. The problem is that a
certain number of free radicals occur naturally in the body from a variety of
causes.Antioxidants to the rescue! An antioxidant is an atom or molecule that can neutralize a
free radical by giving it the electron it wants before it steals one from something vital. Among
the antioxidants we obtain from our foods are vitamins C and E, beta-carotene (which turns
into vitamin A in the body), and those ten-syllable tongue-twisters you see on the labels of
many fat-containing products to keep them from turning rancid by oxidation, butylated
hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT).Back for a moment to sulfites. We
should note that some people, especially asthmatics, are very sensitive to sulfites, which can
cause headache, hives, dizziness, and difficulty in breathing within minutes of eating them. The
FDA requires specific labeling of products that contain sulfites—and there are many, from beer
and wine to baked goods, dried fruits, processed seafoods, syrups, and vinegars. Search the
labels for sulfur dioxide or any chemical whose name ends in-sulfite.TREACLE, TREACLE, IN
THE JAR, HOW I WONDER WHAT YOU AREWhat are those sweet syrups called treacle and
sorghum, and how are they different from cane syrup?Cane syrup is simply clarified sugar-
cane juice, boiled down to a syrup in much the same way maple syrup is made by boiling down
the thin, sucrose-rich sap of the North American sugar maple and black maple trees. Black
birch trees also have a sweet sap that can be boiled down into a syrup.Treacle is a term used
mainly in Great Britain. Dark treacle is similar to blackstrap molasses and has blackstrap’s
somewhat bitter taste. Light treacle, also known as golden syrup (a significant improvement in
nomenclature), is essentially cane syrup. The most popular brand, Lyle’s Golden Syrup, can be
found in American specialty stores.Sorghum is made neither from sugar cane nor sugar beets,
but from a grass-like cereal grain plant with tall, strong stalks. It is grown around the world in
hot, dry climates, mostly for use as hay and fodder. But some varieties have a sweet juice in
the pith inside the stalks that can be boiled down into a syrup. The resulting product is called
either sorghum molasses or sorghum syrup or sometimes just plain sorghum.Molasses and
Ginger: A Classic CombinationMolasses Gingerbread CakeEver since colonial times,
Americans have paired the sweet/bitter flavor of molasses with ginger and other spices. This
dark, dense, and moist cake is good plain or dressed up with whipped cream. Cooks who avoid
dairy products can substitute ¼ cup plus 2 tablespoons light-flavored olive oil for the butter. The
strong flavors of ginger and molasses will make the switch undetectable.2½ cups all-purpose
flour1½ teaspoons baking soda1 teaspoon ground cinnamon1 teaspoon ground ginger½
teaspoon ground cloves½ teaspoon salt½ cup (1 stick) butter, melted and slightly cooled½ cup
sugar1 large egg1 cup dark unsulphured molasses1 cup hot (not boiling) water1. Adjust the
oven rack to the middle position. Spray an 8-by 8-inch pan with nonstick cooking spray. Preheat
the oven to 350ºF for a metal pan or 325ºF if using an ovenproof glass pan.2. In a medium



bowl, stir together the flour, baking soda, cinnamon, ginger, cloves, and salt with a wooden
spoon. In a large bowl, whisk together the melted butter, sugar, and egg. In a small bowl or
glass measure, stir the molasses into the hot water until completely blended.3. Add about one-
third of the flour mixture to the butter-sugar-egg mixture and whisk together just to moisten the
ingredients. Then whisk in about half of the molasses mixture. Continue by adding another third
of the flour mixture, then the other half of the molasses mixture, then the final third of the flour
mixture. Whisk just until all the patches of white disappear. Do not overmix.4. Pour the batter
into the prepared pan and bake for 50 to 55 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted into the cake
comes out clean and the cake has pulled away somewhat from the sides of the pan. Cool in
the pan for 5 minutes.5. Serve warm from the pan, or turn the cake out onto a rack to cool. This
is a good keeper and will stay fresh for several days, covered, at room temperature.MAKES 9
TO 12 SERVINGSA TIGHT SQUEEZE?My recipe for fondant tells me to dissolve two cups of
sugar in one cup of water. It won’t fit, will it?Why didn’t you try it?Add two cups of sugar to one
cup of water in a saucepan and stir while heating slightly. You’ll see that all the sugar will
dissolve.One of the reasons is very simple: Sugar molecules can squeeze into empty spaces
between the water molecules, so they are not really taking up much new space. When you get
right down to the submicroscopic level, water isn’t a densely packed pile of molecules. It’s a
somewhat open latticework, with the molecules connected to one another in tangled strings.
The holes in this latticework can accommodate a surprising number of dissolved particles. This
is especially true of sugar, because sugar molecules are built in such a way that they just love
to associate with (Techspeak: hydrogen-bond to) water molecules, and that makes sugar very
mixable with water. As a matter of fact, with heating, you can coax more than two pounds (5
cups!) of sugar to dissolve in a single cup of water. Of course, by the time you get that far, it’s
not clear whether you’re dealing with a boiling solution of sugar in water or with bubbling
melted sugar containing a little water.A snapshot of the arrangement of H2O molecules in
water. The dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds, which are continually breaking and re-
forming between molecules.And that’s how candy was born.Yet another reason is that two
cups of sugar is considerably less sugar than it seems. Sugar molecules are both heavier and
bulkier than water molecules, so there won’t be as many of them in a pound or in a cup. Also,
the sugar is in granulated form, rather than in the form of a liquid, and the grains don’t settle
down into the cup as tightly as you might think. The surprising result is that a cup of sugar
contains only about one twenty-fifth as many molecules as there are in a cup of water. That
means that in your two-cups-of-sugar-in-one-cup-of-water solution, there is only one molecule
of sugar for every twelve molecules of water. Not such a big deal, after all.TWO KINDS OF
BROWNINGRecipes sometimes tell me to caramelize chopped onions, meaning to sauté them
until they are soft and lightly browned. Does “caramelize” mean simply to brown something?
And what’s the connection, if any, to caramel candy?The word caramelize is used for the
browning of a variety of foods, but strictly speaking, caramelizing means the heat-induced
browning of a food that contains sugars, but no proteins.When pure table sugar (sucrose) is
heated to about 365ºF it melts into a colorless liquid. On further heating it turns yellow, then
light brown and in quick succession darker and darker browns. In the process it develops a
unique, sweetly pungent, increasingly bitter taste. That’s caramelization. It is exploited in
making a wide range of sweets, from caramel syrups to caramel candies to peanut
brittle.Caramelization entails a series of complex chemical reactions that still aren’t completely
understood by chemists. But they begin when the sugar is dehydrated and end with the
formation of polymers—large molecules made up of many smaller molecules bound together
into long chains. Some of these large molecules have bitter flavors and are responsible for the



brown color. If the heating is carried too far, the sugar decomposes into water vapor and black
carbon, as when you get too impatient while toasting a marshmallow. (Hey, kids: It should not
catch fire.)On the other hand, when small amounts of sugars or starches (which, remember,
are made up of sugar units) are heated in the presence of proteins or amino acids (the building
blocks of proteins), a different set of high-temperature chemical reactions takes place: the
Maillard reactions, named after the French biochemist Louis Camille Maillard (1878–1936),
who characterized the first step in the process. Part of the sugar molecule (Techspeak: its
aldehyde group) reacts with the nitrogen part of the protein molecule (Tech-speak: an amino
group), after which follow a series of complex reactions that lead to brown polymers and many
highly flavored, as-yet unidentified chemicals. Food scientists are still having international
research conferences to figure out the Maillard reactions in detail.Maillard reactions are
responsible for the good flavor of heat-browned, carbohydrate-and protein-containing foods
such as grilled and roasted meats (yes, there are sugars in meats), bread crusts, and onions.
“Caramelized” onions do indeed taste sweet, because in addition to the Maillard reactions,
heating makes some of their starch break down into free sugars, which can then truly
caramelize. Moreover, many recipes for caramelized onions prime the pump by including a
teaspoonful of sugar.The moral of the story is that the word caramelization should be reserved
for the browning of sugar—any kind of sugar—in the absence of protein. When sugars or
starches occur together with proteins, as they do in onions, breads, and meats, the browning is
mostly due to Monsieur Maillard, not to caramelization.The “caramel color” that you see on the
labels of cola soft drinks, low-quality soy sauces, and many other foods is made by heating
sugar solutions with an ammonium compound. Ammonium compounds act just like the amino
groups in proteins. So in a sense, the “caramel color” is really a sort of Maillard color.CORNY,
BUT SWEETSo many prepared foods list “corn sweeteners” or “corn syrup” on the label. How
do they get all that sweetness out of corn?I know what you’re thinking. The corn that you
bought at the farmers’ market the other day wasn’t really “as sweet as sugar,” as the vendor
promised, was it?“Sweet corn” does indeed contain more sugar than “cow corn,” but even in
the new sugar-enhanced and supersweet varieties it’s precious little compared with sugar cane
or sugar beets. Why is it that corn-derived sugar is so widely used instead of cane or beet
sugar?Two reasons, one economic and one chemical.We don’t produce nearly enough cane or
beet sugar in the United States to satisfy our 275 million sweet teeth, so we have to import
some. In fact, we import about sixty times more sugar then we export. But much of this
imported sugar comes from countries that have never won awards for crop reliability, political
stability, or love for Uncle Sam, so sugar importing has always been a bit of a gamble. On the
other hand, right here at home we produce enormous amounts of corn—ton for ton, more than
six thousand times as much corn as sugar cane. So if we could only get our sugar fix from
home-grown corn, the problem would be solved.Well, we can. But we’re not limited to corn’s
meager allotment of sugar. Through the magic of chemistry, we can actually make sugar out of
cornstarch. There’s lots more starch than sugar in corn.What do we find inside the corn
kernel’s cupboard? If we take away the water from a kernel of corn, the remainder will be about
84 percent carbohydrates, a family of biochemicals that includes sugars, starches, and
cellulose. The cellulose is in the kernel’s hull. But starch is the main component of all the other
stuff outside the cob.Starches and sugars are two families of chemicals that are very closely
related. In fact, a starch molecule is made up of hundreds of smaller molecules of the simple
sugar glucose, all tied together (see page 6). In principle, then, if we could chop cornstarch
molecules up into small pieces, we could make hundreds of molecules of glucose. If the
chopping-up isn’t quite complete, there will also be some maltose, another sugar that consists



of two glucose molecules, still bonded together (a disaccharide). There will also be some even
bigger fragments, consisting of dozens of glucose molecules, still bonded together (a
polysaccharide). Because these bigger molecules can’t slide around past one another as
easily as small molecules can, the final mixture will be thick and syrupy. Corn syrup. And that
includes the bottled corn syrup in your supermarket. The dark syrup has a more intense,
molasses-like flavor than the light syrup because it contains some refiners’ syrup, which is…
well, molasses.Almost any acid, as well as a variety of enzymes from plants and animals, can
perform the trick of breaking starch molecules down into a syrup of mixed sugars. (An enzyme
is a biochemical that helps a specific reaction to take place rapidly and efficiently. [Techspeak:
It’s a natural catalyst.] Without enzymes, many essential life processes would be uselessly
slow or just wouldn’t work at all.)The common sugar contained in sugar cane, sugar beets, and
maple syrup is sucrose. But a sugar by any other name may not taste as sweet. That is, the
glucose and maltose in corn syrup are only about 56 percent and 40 percent as sweet,
respectively, as sucrose. So if cornstarch is broken down, it may average out to perhaps 60
percent of the sweetness of sucrose.Food manufacturers get around this by using yet another
enzyme to convert some of the glucose into its alternative molecular form, fructose, a sugar
that is 30% sweeter than sucrose. That’s why “high-fructose corn syrup” often appears on the
labels of foods that need to be really sweet, such as sodas, jams, and jellies.Corn sweeteners
don’t taste quite the same as good old sucrose, because different sugars have slightly different
kinds of sweetness. The flavors of fruit preserves and soft drinks, for example, just ain’t what
they used to be before the food manufacturers pretty much abandoned cane sugar for corn
sweeteners. As a label-reading consumer, all you can do is to choose products sweetened with
the highest proportion of sucrose, which is listed on the label as “sugar.” (If there are other
sugar ingredients in a product, they will be listed on the label as “sugars.”)Next time you find
yourself in a tropical, sugar-cane-producing country, buy some Coca-Cola. It is undoubtedly
still made there with cane sugar, instead of the corn sweeteners that most U.S. bottlers have
been using for more than a decade. Bring some home and compare its flavor with the
contemporary American “Classic.”But when the customs agent aks what’s in your bag, for
heaven’s sake don’t say “Coke.”BROWN AMBROSIABesides the amount of sugar, is there any
difference between unsweetened chocolate, semisweet chocolate, and sweet chocolate?Yes.
Let’s look at how chocolate is made.Cacao beans, which are really seeds, are found inside
melon-shaped seedpods attached directly to the trunk or thick branches of the tropical cacao
tree. The beans are first separated from the pulpy mass inside the pod and allowed to ferment,
usually by piling them up in heaps and covering them with leaves. Microbes and enzymes
attack the pulp, kill the germs of the seeds (the parts that would germinate or grow), remove
some of the bitter flavor, and darken the beans’ color from off-white to light brown.The dried
beans are then shipped off to Willy Wonka at the chocolate factory, where they are roasted to
further improve their flavor and color, separated from their shells, and milled or ground. The
frictional heat of grinding melts the beans’ substantial content—about 55 percent—of vegetable
fat, euphemistically known as cocoa (not cacao) butter. The result is a thick, brown, bitter liquid
called chocolate liquor: the ground-up solids suspended in melted fat. This is the starting
material for making all chocolate products.When cooled, chocolate liquor solidifies into the
familiar unsweetened, or bitter, chocolate that’s sold in one-ounce “squares” for baking. The
FDA requires that this basic unsweetened chocolate contain between 50 and 58 percent
fat.The fat and the solids can be separated, however, and mixed in various proportions with
sugar and other ingredients to make hundreds of different chocolates with a wide range of
flavors and properties.One of the wonderful things about chocolate is that its fat melts at 86º to



97ºF, which is just below body temperature, so that at room temperature it is relatively hard and
delightfully brittle, but it literally melts in the mouth, releasing maximum flavor and producing a
smooth, velvety sensation.Semisweet or bittersweet chocolate is a prepared mixture of
chocolate liquor, cocoa butter, sugar, an emulsifier, and sometimes vanilla flavoring. When
melted, it is more fluid than unsweetened chocolate and has a satin gloss, both of which
qualities make it ideal for dipping. It is sold in “squares” or bars for cooking, but because it may
contain only 35 percent fat (the presence of the sugar reduces the percentage of fat), it will
have different cooking characteristics from the fattier unsweetened chocolate.Thus, you can’t
substitute unsweetened chocolate plus sugar for semisweet or bittersweet chocolate in a
recipe. To further complicate things, there are significant variations among brands, and
chocolates labeled bittersweet are likely to have a higher ratio of chocolate liquor to sugar than
those labeled semisweet.Moving up the sweetness scale, we encounter hundreds of kinds of
semisweet and sweet chocolate confections containing at least 15 percent chocolate liquor and
often much more. Milk chocolate generally contains less chocolate liquor (10 to 35 percent)
than dark chocolate (30 to 80 percent) because the added milk solids reduce its percentage.
That’s why milk chocolate has a milder, less bitter flavor than dark chocolate. The FDA sets
ingredient standards for all of these products manufactured in the U.S.: sweet chocolate,
semisweet or bittersweet chocolate, and milk chocolate.Before any high-quality chocolate
product is ready for molding into bars or for enrobing (coating) various objects, it goes through
two important processes: conching and tempering. In conching, the chocolate mixture is
kneaded in heated tanks at a controlled temperature somewhere between 130º and 190ºF (it
varies) for as long as five days. This aerates the chocolate and drives off moisture and volatile
acids, improving both its flavor and smoothness. Then it is tempered, kept at carefully
controlled temperatures while it cools, so that the fat crystallizes into very tiny crystals (about
40 millionths of an inch), rather than bigger ones (as large as 2 thousandths of an inch) that
would give the chocolate a grainy texture.Today, there are many excellent chocolates available
for cooking. The quality depends on many factors, including the blend of beans used (there are
about 20 commercial grades); the type and extent of roasting; the degree of conching,
tempering, and other processing; and, of course, the amounts of cocoa butter and other
ingredients.Chocolate with Olive Oil?Chocolate Velvet MousseBecause of its cocoa butter
content, chocolate blends well with other fats such as butter and the butterfat in cream. That
has led to the invention of dozens of rich, creamy chocolate desserts. But here’s a non-dairy
chocolate mousse using, of all things, olive oil.Our good friend Basque Chef Teresa
Barrenechea offers this silky mousse at her Manhattan restaurant, Marichu. “More and more
people don’t want to eat so much cream,” she says. “I don’t tell guests this dessert contains
olive oil when I serve it. I wait until I hear them murmuring, ‘Mmmmh-mmmmmh.’” The
chocolate flavor is intense, but in spite of the generous amount of extra-virgin olive oil, its flavor
is subtle. Embellishment isn’t necessary, but we serve the dessert with fresh raspberries.6
ounces very good semisweet, dark chocolate (such as Lindt, Callebaut, or Ghirardelli),
chopped3 large eggs, separated2/3 cup confectioners’ sugar, sifted after measuring¼ cup
double-strength coffee at room temperature or 1 tablespoon instant espresso powder2
tablespoons Chambord or Cointreau¾ cup extra-virgin olive oil Raspberries1. Melt the
chocolate in a small bowl in the microwave oven or in a saucepan over very low heat. Let
cool.2. In a medium bowl, beat the egg yolks and confectioners’ sugar until smooth with an
electric mixer on medium speed. Beat in the coffee and Chambord just to combine. Then stir in
the melted chocolate. Add the olive oil and mix well.3. Wash the beaters thoroughly, so that
they are completely free of oil. In another medium bowl, beat the egg whites until almost stiff.



With a whisk, gently fold one-third of the egg whites into the chocolate mixture until all patches
of white disappear. Fold in the remaining egg whites, 1/3 at a time, until the patches of white
disappear. Do not overmix.4. Transfer the mousse to a pretty bowl or individual dessert dishes,
cover, and refrigerate until well chilled. Serve cold with raspberries. No, it will not collapse. And
no, it does not taste oily.MAKES 6 SERVINGSA DUTCH TREATMENTWhat is Dutch process
cocoa? How is it used differently from regular cocoa in recipes?To make cocoa, unsweetened
chocolate (solidified chocolate liquor) is pressed to squeeze out most of the fat, and the
resulting cake is then ground to a powder. There are several types of “regular” cocoa powder,
depending on how much fat remains. For example, “breakfast cocoa” or “high-fat cocoa,” as
defined by the FDA, must contain at least 22 percent cocoa butter. If labeled just plain “cocoa,”
it may contain anywhere between 10 and 22 percent fat. “Low-fat cocoa” must contain less
than 10 percent fat.In the Dutch process, invented in 1828 by Conrad J. van Houten in guess-
what-country, either the roasted beans or the chocolate liquor cake is treated with an alkali
(usually potassium carbonate), which darkens the color to a deep reddish brown and mellows
the flavor. Hershey calls its Dutch-processed cocoa “European-style.”Cocoa is naturally acidic,
and the alkali used in the Dutch process neutralizes it. That can make a difference in a cake
recipe, because acidic cocoa will react with any baking soda present to make carbon dioxide
and increase leavening, but the neutralized Dutch process cocoa won’t.Devil’s food cake is an
interesting case because most recipes call for regular cocoa, yet the cake comes out with a
devilish red color, as if it contained Dutch process cocoa. That’s because baking soda is used
for leavening, and the alkaline baking soda “Dutches” the cocoa.In the U.S., the word cocoa
makes us think of a hot, chocolaty beverage. But a cup of what we call cocoa or hot chocolate
is to a cup of hot Mexican chocolate what skim milk is to heavy cream, because we have
squeezed out all the fat from the cocoa powder. A cup of Mexican chocolate, on the other
hand, is thick and unimaginably rich because it is made from the whole chocolate liquor, fat
and all.
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Cooks, The New Cooking School Cookbook: Fundamentals

Skipper, “Ohhh goodness.. My wife bought this for my daughter's homeschool science
program. (Who ISN'T homeschooling right now??) I don't know how well the sciency-part is
going. But periodically magical things show up in the kitchen. I figure it's for "science" so there
are no calories, right? Four words folks: Molasses Ginger Bread Cake. It calls to you in the
night, from the kitchen. It says "waaaaake up and come to the kitchen - there are no calories
after 8pm..."  This stuff is the Dark Side of the Force.  I'm just warning you.”

Arline Klatte Ennis, “light, fun, and interesting read. What Einstein Told his cook was written by
Robert Wolke. The main theme of the book, if you can even call it that, is cooking, chemistry,
and how they are related. Robert Wolke, born april 2nd 1928, is an american chemist and
professor of chemistry at the university of pittsburgh, he is most known for his Einstein series
of books, including “What Einstein told his cook”. I read the book as a part of my chemistry 1
class. After careful consideration, I believe that this book was written to educate about
chemistry and cooking. I enjoyed the book because it helped explain a lot of cooking
phenomenon that I have always wondered about.One way that the book really interested me
was that it always connected back to chemistry in all of its points and explanations. Wolke tries
his hardest to make this a book about both chemistry and cooking. This can be seen clearly in
the chapter “The Salt of The Earth”. Wolke writes very clearly about what salt is besides white
crystals that we put on our food. He spoke about how table salt is Sodium Chloride, and how
there are many other types of things that are called “salts” in chemistry, which occur when an
acid reacts with a base.Another thing that I enjoyed about the book was that even though it
was packed with information and facts, it never got too complicated. It was an enjoyable read,
and at no point did it start throwing around complicated ions, chemical equations, gas laws,
molecular formulas or anything else that gets thrown around more that enough in my
Chemistry class.What Einstein told his cook was a fun and interesting read that was written to
educate people about the chemistry of cooking. Wolke never forgets to tie all of his cooking
facts back to chemistry and he never forgets to leave his writing light, fun, and easy to read so
that the average person can enjoy it. Overall the book was a pretty decent read and I would
recommend it to most people.”

Student, “Interesting and Useful Read. Robert Wolke’s What Einstein Told His Cook is one of
several books he has written explaining the science behind everyday occurrences in an easy to
understand way. As a professor emeritus of chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh, Wolke is
likened to a version of Martha Stewart with a PhD. As part of my chemistry class, I was
assigned to read this book. Organized into hundreds of questions, answers, and recipes, this
seemed like a daunting task to me at first. However, one aspect of the book intrigued me: I
always wonder why certain things happen in the kitchen – like why pasta should be cooked at
boiling temperature. What Einstein Told His Cook answers all the questions you could ever
have about the chemistry behind cooking, and keeps readers interested using sarcasm and
historical facts. The book is broken into nine chapters of diverse information, ranging from the
molecules inside our food to the tools people use to cook. In each chapter, Wolke answers
common questions that people may have about cooking. While answering the question in bold,
Wolke slips in historical background about the question or answer, a few jokes and slight
sarcasm, and even a recipe. Rather than creating a bland narrative, Wolke adds interest to his



scientific explanations. In an answer to a question about the differences between types of
chocolate, Wolke gives background about how chocolate is made. In his response, Wolke says
that “The dried beans are then shipped of to Willy Wonka at the chocolate factory…” (27).
When Wolke references Willy Wonka, it is clear that he wants to give the book a touch of
sarcasm and playfulness. This makes the book interesting to read, because it presents readers
with information other than science. While talking about Dutch process Cocoa, Wolke gives
readers historical background with a touch of sarcasm: “In the Dutch process, invented in 1828
by Conrad J. van Houten, in guess-what-country…” (31). Rather than providing readers with
fact after fact, this sarcasm lightens up the density of material. It gives the book an edginess,
and keeps things interesting for the reader. Wolke relates food with historical events, which
reminds readers that social and cultural factors influence what makes it to their plates. While
Wolke describes the difference between cream of tartare and tartare sauce, he says that
“‘Tartar’ or ‘tatar’ was the Persian name for Genghis Khan’s horde of Mongols who stormed
through Asia and Eastern Europe in the Middle Ages” (102). Historical snippets such as this
remind readers that war and culture influence cuisine and type of food eaten. It also adds
diversity to the information in the book, which makes the book interesting. Diving deeper into
the history of food, Wolke brings social awareness to readers. When describing food flavor
enhancers, Wolke addresses a myth about Chinese restaurants from the past. He says that
“Everyone has heard of Chinese Restaurant Syndrome or CRS, an unfortunate and politically
incorrect label that was applied in 1968 to a diffuse collection of symptoms…” (107). Wolke is
able to connect food to prominent factor in many people’s lives, racial stereotypes. The social
awareness that Wolke provides continues to broaden the diversity of information presented in
the book, and make it interesting. Throughout What Einstein Told His Cook, questions that
arise from cooking are answered using sarcasm and historical facts, which keep readers
interested. Wolke uses sarcasm to spice up a bland scientific narrative, and provides readers
with the history of food to broaden their perspectives and keep them engaged. What Einstein
Told His Cook is the encyclopedia for all cooks and eaters who want to satisfy their appetite for
understanding the many puzzling cooking phenomenas.”

Hasski, “Kitchen science at its best. If you are at all interested in food chemistry (why salt
during cooking is not the same as afterwards, how lemon juice affects protein differently from
vinegar, why fish smell before they have gone off, etc), this book (and it's sequel) are for you”

Marcus G, “Everything you wanted to know about food and Cooking but were afraid to ask. I
bought the e.book because I was intrigued by the title.But it was the most enlightening book on
some curious aspects of cooking,I have already purchased the vol2.Quite the Erudite expose
of cooking”

Chris, “A must have for anybody interested in the science of good food. A great book. The
chocolate mousse has become a holiday staple in my house.”

tara, “excellent. Exactly what it said it was, and very good condition and packaged was perfect.”

The book by Robert L. Wolke has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 417 people have provided feedback.
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